Social Psychology

50 Dissertation Ideas

- Triggers for road rage
- How to effectively change long held attitudes and prejudices
- How to influence pro-social behavior
- How to change attitudes towards religious discrimination
- Development of social awareness in children across different socio-economic groups
- What triggers leadership behavior in extreme situations
- Why are some people more able to resist the pressures of their peers
- Marriage success rates in different cultures
- Non-verbal communication development in infants
- Learning strategic thinking and reasoning
- Psychosexual Development and Psychosocial Theory Differences
- Social media and a person's motives in following orders
- Modern world and cultural invention of teenagers
- Normalcy and marketing
- Criminal activities and corporal punishments
- Changing norms and how people adjust
- Zimbardo’s Lucifer Effect and childhood volunteering
- Camera phone access and the Bystander Effect
- Stanford Prison Experiment
- Widespread panic and the placebo effect
- Perceived truth and writing of events
- Harmful stereotypes and heuristics
- Halo Effect, unattractive villains and beautiful heroes
- Religious doctrines and happiness fear
- Cognitive Dissonance and illegal substances medication
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Reality Television Celebs and Fundamental Attribution Error
Conformity and globalization
Conformity or individuality prevalence in image sharing websites
Fast food advertising and the application of Pavlov’s views
Lower ingenuity and internet use
School system and operant conditioning
Homeless people versus pets – which gets more sympathy
What motivates road rages
Pro social behavior – how can it be influenced?
Gun firing in schools
Religious discrimination and changing attitudes
Why some people are more tolerant of stress than others are
Social economic groups and social awareness
Infants and non-verbal communication
Housing, health and social network types - their relationship
Extreme situations and leadership
Moral decay of the youth due to social pressures
Social networks and older people
Loneliness and chronic health conditions
Strategic reasoning and thinking – how to learn it
The latest challenges in social psychology theories
What makes other people attractive in social interaction?
Interpersonal relations and self-integrity
Different cultures and marriage success rates
Childhood bullying and social psychological causes